
 

 

 

Remote Access Enables Analyst to Nurse Critical Expander 
 
Today’s vibration analyzers can not only bring data to the 
analyst, but they can also bring the analyst to his instrument. 
 
This is what happened in Pennsylvania when an expander at 
a large industrial gases facility began exhibiting serious 
problems during the December holidays. 
 
The expander uses proximity probes to detect high vibration. 
The probes are attached to a transmitter, which converts the 
signal to a 4-20 output and connects directly to a DCS 
system. The DCS readings had been gradually increasing 
throughout the fall. In December, the readings suddenly 
soared, nearly tripping the expander. On-site employees 
replaced that expander with a spare and sent the problematic 
one off for inspection. In an unfortunate turn of events, the spare expander was accidentally damaged on 
startup, forcing the plant to replace it with yet another spare. Once in operation, the third expander began 
to spike, raising serious concerns. 
  
The on-site person who normally collects vibration data at the plant was on vacation and had taken his 

analyzer with him, so the third-party, remote analyst for the site was called in to assist. This analyst 
brought his analyzer to the site and, after collecting data from the expander and transmitting it to the 
cloud, left his unit there--connected and ready to take data. He was also told that the inspection of the first 
expander found no apparent cause of the high vibration. 
 
He went home and over the next several days accessed his vibration analyzer over the Internet and 
collected various tests under a variety of conditions. At one point, the plant had an unexpected power 
outage and he was able to capture valuable startup data. His analysis was done via the cloud, right from 
his home. 
 
It is important to also note another hurdle that posed little trouble for the instrumentation. Strict IT policies 
at the plant prohibit access to the Internet via its LAN/WAN. To resolve this, the analyst showed the 
plant’s staff how to use a mobile hotspot so the data collector could connect to the Internet without 
exposing the network. 
  
After comparing many sets of data to what the DCS was showing, the analyst determined that that the 
high vibration was not coming from the expander at all. It was a faulty DCS sending the high vibration. 
This also explained why the inspection of the first expander did not find any notable problems. 
  
The analyst continued to collect data remotely from the expander for six weeks, while new proximity 
probes and transmitters were ordered and installed. This was important to the plant, as the expander was 
critical to production.  Without the ability to remotely access his instrument, the analyst would have had to 
stay on site for a lengthy amount of time to capture all of the data needed at a large expense to the plant. 
(The analyst is a third-party analysis provider.) 
  
By capitalizing on the vibration analyzer’s underlying technology, the analyst was able to get the right data 
at the right time and solve the problem.  The ability to nurse equipment in this way was unheard of with the 
analyzers of yesteryear. With the new paradigm of instrumentation, however, it is becoming the norm. 

 


